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COMPAÑÍA ESPAÑOLA DE COMPENSADORES, S.A.  
SACOME
Tax ID Number: A30609010

SACOME is devoted to the engineering and manufacture of Tubular Heat Exchangers, Metal
Expansion Joints, Food Processing Plants and Pressure Vessels, since 1978.

The design of our equipment is carried out in accordance with internationally recognized design
codes that are applicable in the food, pharmaceutical and industrial sectors. In the same way, the
manufacture is carried out according to the European Directive 2014/68/EU.

Customized design and manufacturing totally adapted to the needs of each client, new
applications, innovative processes and new scenarios, as well as an extensive background in the
calculation, design and manufacture of our equipment, has led us to become a benchmark
company within the Industry.

Address
Carretera de la Unión, Km 3,5 - Vista Alegre   
30399 Cartagena
Murcia (Spain)

Telephone: +34 968321411
Fax: +34 968500003
Web: www.sacome.com

Sector: Community equipment, Equipment for the food industry, Other types of equipment and capital assets

Activity: Exporter, Manufacturer, Marketer

Turnover: From 1,800,000 to 3,000,000

Employees: From 20 to 49

Export Volume: From 600,000 to 1,200,000 euros

Export Countries: Belgium, China, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, United 
Kingdom

Manufacturing Process
Our tubular heat exchangers, metal expansion joints, process plants
and pressure vessels meet all safety requirements laid down in the
Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/EU.
Manufacturing is guaranteed by several quality controls performed
on our equipments: Inspection of incoming raw materials,
traceability, visual inspection and dimensional control in different
stages, leak testing, hydraulic testing, finishing, cleaning, painting if
applicable, packaging and preparation for shipment.

Also, other inspections are usually performed: radiographic
examination of welds (using both X-ray and radioactive isotopes),
dye penetrant, ultrasonic examination, magnetic particles and other
non-destructive tests according to customer requirements. These are
outsourced to recognized third-party organizations.

The manufacture of our tubular heat exchangers, metal expansion

Key Differentiating Features
Our main values are expertise, knowledge, flexibility, reliability,
responsibility, technical know-how, team work and customer
focusing.
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joints, process plants and pressure vessels have been successfully
supervised and inspected by the most renowned Inspection Agencies
such as SGS, TÜV, Lloyd¿s Register of Shipping, Bureau Veritas,
Atisae, Eurocontrol, among others.

Products

Multitube Sanitary Heat Exchanger with non removable tube bundle. S-TFM-I

V SERIES Water Heaters
Heat exchangers

Food Process Plants

Pressure Vessels and Process Tanks
Industrial machinery in general

Metal Expansion Joints and Metallic Compensators
Compensators

Industrial Multitube Heat Exchanger with non removable tube bundle. I-TFM-I

Industrial Tube in Tube Heat Exchanger. Non removable inner tube I-TF20-I
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Products

Pharmaceutical Multitube Heat Exchanger with Double Tublesheet
Machinery for the chemical and pharmaceutical industry in general

Tube in Tube  Pharmaceutical Heat Exchanger  P-TF20-I
Machinery for the chemical and pharmaceutical industry in general

Annular Space Heat Exchanger with special design for high pressure S-TF40AH-D

Annular Space Heat Exchanger with Radial Product Inlet  S-TF40R-D

Sanitary Tube in Tube Heat Exchanger S-TF20-I. Non removable inner tube.

Annular Space Heat Exchanger with Axial Product Inlet S-TF40A-D


